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Since 1999, the Marine
Conservation Action
Fund has supported
more than 140 small-scale,
high-impact projects in
40-plus countries and has
disbursed nearly $900,000
for the conservation of
endangered species
and habitats.

Protecting and promoting marine biodiversity through small-scale,
time-sensitive, community-based programs

Saving Sea Turtles in Ghana –
One Life at a Time

MCAF Fellow John Flynn
leads Wildseas in its efforts to
save sea turtles in Ghana from
fishing nets and poachers.
In the fall of 2016, Wildseas
received a very ill juvenile
green turtle that nearly lost
MCAF is a program of the
her life because of another
Anderson Cabot Center
growing threat: marine plastic
for Ocean Life at the New
pollution. The turtle, later
England Aquarium and
named Billy, was found barely
made possible through
continuing and past support alive and stranded on a beach
by a local fisherman.
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Thanks to Flynn and his
team’s strong engagement
with the fishing community,
the fisherman knew to bring
the turtle to Wildseas.
Flynn notes, “Despite Billy’s
dramatically weakened

condition, only a few years
previous, there would have
been a high likelihood of her
being killed for what little
meat she may have. Changing
attitudes takes time, but a
beach seine fisherman bringing
us a poor turtle to try and save
her life was a turning point in
our efforts to convince local
communities to protect turtles
“Billy was one of the few lucky
ones, one of the few given
another shot at life. Where we
work, in a remote part of west
Africa, we see the effects of
plastic pollution both on the
beaches and inland every
day. Everyone of us has a part
to play in making a positive
difference in the world.
We’re not here for no reason.
Our choices and decisions
matter because they are what
have the power to change
things. Say no to plastic.
Say yes to life.”

— John Flynn

instead of killing them as they
had traditionally done.”
When Flynn was called back
from a fishermen’s meeting
in another community to
assess Billy’s condition, it
was clear she was in dire
shape. He administered lifesaving treatments to the ill
turtle, including ﬂuids and

Pieces of plastic that were injested by
Billy. Photo courtesy: Wildseas

medication, and then trained
his team to care for her during
the long rehabilitation ahead.

John Mandelman, Ph.D.

Vice President, Chief Scientist,
Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life
at the New England Aquarium
jmandelman@neaq.org

Although it was touch and
go for the first week, slowly
she started responding to
treatment. It became clear that
Billy was suffering from an
intestinal impaction caused by
ingesting ocean plastic. Billy
had so much plastic in her
system that she continued to
pass pieces of plastic for seven
months!

To learn more about our global
research and conservation
initiatives, please visit us online.
andersoncabotcenterforoceanlife.org

Billy the sea turtle as she was found (inset) and with John Flynn during treatment
(above). Photos courtesy: Wildseas

In the spring of 2017, Billy was
released back to the ocean a fit
Continued on page 2

Saving Sea Turtles
Continued from page 1

and healthy turtle once again
thanks to the efforts of the
Wildseas team. In particular,
Wildseas staff member Enock
Agyimah along with his wife,
Philomena, put their hearts and
souls into ensuring Billy not

only survived, but made a strong To read Flynn’s full blog post on Billy, visit:
andersoncabotcenterforoceanlife.org/blog/mcaf-update-life-hands
enough recovery to once again
return to her ocean home.
Learn how the Aquarium is taking on the problem of
ocean plastic through the In Our Hands campaign:
Nobody knows how Billy is
neaq.org/blog/health-oceans-hands
today, but locals hope that
maybe when she matures she
will return and make her nest
in Ghana thus completing the
circle of life she so nearly missed.

Lessons in Identifying Southern Right Whales
With support from MCAF, scientist and MCAF Fellow
Florencia Vilches of the Instituto de Conservacion de Ballenas
was trained in the management of a long-standing catalog
of southern right whales in Argentina, which like New
England Aquarium’s North Atlantic Right Whale Catalog,
helps document the health of the population over time.
Vilches explains how working with whale watch operators
in the region greatly increased the number of sightings
in this 47-year-old catalog.

In June 2016, I traveled from
Argentina to spend three
months in the U.S. learning
to identify individual right
whales from the patterns of
raised patches of roughened
skin (callosities) on their heads
and the differences in the
blazes on their backs. I worked
with Vicky Rowntree, who
manages Ocean Alliance’s
47-year study of the southern
right whales that use Peninsula
Valdes (PV), Argentina, as a
calving ground. With support
from MCAF, Vicky and I
spent the summer on a new
project incorporating whale
photographs from whale watch
boat operators into our aerial
survey database. That database
includes sighting histories and
photo identification for over
3,000 of PV’s whales dating
back to 1971.
In 2015, after our annual
meeting with PV’s whale
watch companies where we
discuss the problems facing
the whale population, the
operators provided us with
460,000 boat-based photos
they took between 2004 and
2016. They wanted to learn
the individual life histories of
the whales in order to improve
the stories they share with the
300,000 tourists and students
that travel to PV each year to
see the whales.
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Sightings from whale watch
boats provide valuable
information that cannot be
gathered during aerial surveys.
During aerial surveys, which
are expensive and only
conducted once a year, we try
to photo-identify whales
sighted along the
500-kilometer perimeter of
PV. The whale watch boats,
however, photograph a much
smaller segment of coast (25
kilometers) but do it multiple
times a day during the sevenmonth whale watch season.
These sightings will add many
new whales to the catalog,
increase the number of whales
of known age, document the
length of time different age
and sex classes stay in the
whale watch area, and provide
information on social bonds
by documenting whales that
are repeatedly seen together
throughout the calving season.
The whale watch operators
have become the de facto
front-line spokespersons
for the PV whales and their
conservation needs. By
becoming directly involved
in our research, they have
become more deeply a part
of the families of whales
that return to PV each year,
increased their sense of
ownership and improved the
quality of information they

Florencia Vilches (left) traveled from Argentina to Colorado, where she learned from
Vicky Rowntree (right) how to identify individual right whales from the patterns of
raised patches of roughened skin (callosities) on their heads and the white or gray
blazes on their backs.

These photos show the variation in callosity patterns of two southern right whales.
The whale on the right is a partial albino.

share with tourists who take
their experiences home with
them, and increased concern
for southern right whales
throughout Argentina and the
other Southern Cone countries.

Join us this summer when
Florencia Vilches speaks about
her work in a lecture at the
New England Aquarium.
More information to come!

To read Florencia Vilches’ full blog, visit:
andersoncabotcenterforoceanlife.org/blog/
lessons-identifying-southern-right-whales

Marine Biologists in Training dive deep into the shark
research of visiting MCAF Fellow Andres Lopez
The Marine Conservation Action Fund (MCAF)
Ocean Conservation Fellows Program* brings ocean
conservation leaders from around the world to the
New England Aquarium, where they exchange ideas
with Aquarium educators and Anderson Cabot
Center for Ocean Life scientists, share their work
with the public, and inspire and empower the next
generation of ocean protectors, including students in
the Aquarium’s Marine Biologist in Training program.

On a Sunday last fall in a
classroom at the New England
Aquarium, several different
species of plush sharks
patiently awaited their turn
for minor surgery at the hands
of the Aquarium’s Marine
Biologist In Training (MBIT)
students. Working in small
groups, the MBIT teens
implanted an acoustic tag into
each shark’s “abdomen” and
secured another tag on their
fin. They then steered the
plush sharks around a tub of
water as the acoustic receiver
collected data on the shark’s
movements. They later viewed
the data on a computer.
The students were mimicking
the research of MCAF Fellow
and shark scientist Andres
Lopez and his colleague
Enrique Uribe, who were
visiting the Aquarium from
Costa Rica. Andres, the
co-founder of Misión Tiburón
(Mission Shark), and Enrique,
a social entrepreneur, are
working together to study
and protect sharks in Costa

Rica and educate
the public about
the important role
they play in ocean
ecosystems.
Using acoustic
tagging techniques
modeled for the
students, Andres
and Enrique have
collected important
data on the critical
habitat of shark
species, including
Andres Lopez releases a scalloped hammerhead shark in Costa Rica after implanting an acoustic
the scalloped
tag to track its movements. Photo courtesy: David Garcia, Misión Tiburón.
hammerhead shark.
Their data have
shown that Golfo Dulce
which would be the first
agencies, who can all play a
(Sweet Gulf) on the west coast hammerhead shark sanctuary
role in helping make their
of Costa Rica is a key nursery
in the world. Andres and
dream of a shark sanctuary
ground for this species.
Enrique noted that sharing the become a reality.
Protecting the sharks in this
data is only one part of their
critical area from fishing
comprehensive effort to make
impacts is vital for the health
the case for the sanctuary.
of the population.
The Misión Tiburón team
*The MCAF Fellows program and the
Andres and Enrique talked
has been working for nearly
printing of this newsletter are supported
in part by the Institute of Museum
with the MBIT students
a decade to not only study
about how they are using
sharks, but also to build strong and Library Services, grant number
MA-10-15-0258-15. The contents and
their tagging data to advocate
collaborative relationships
views of this post do not necessarily
for the creation of a shark
with schools, communities,
represent those of the Institute of
sanctuary in Golfo Dulce,
Museum and Library Services.
fishermen, and government

MCAF Fellow Andres Lopez (right) and the MBIT students
check out the data readout from their tagged shark.

A MBIT student sews up her plush shark after
implanting a small acoustic tag in its abdomen.

Enrique Uribe of Misión Tiburón at (left) holds an acoustic
receiver, which picked up “pings” from this tagged plush
shark when both were placed in the water.
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New Interactive Map Shows Global Impact of MCAF
The Anderson Cabot Center
for Ocean Life is excited
to unveil a new interactive
map that highlights projects
supported by the Marine
Conservation Action Fund.
Explore our global impact by
reading profi les of the 140
projects MCAF has supported
since it was founded in
1999. The map was created
by Anderson Cabot Center
Associate Scientist and GIS
Specialist Brooke Hodge.
From launching the first

marine mammal stranding
network in Iran to protecting
sea turtles from poachers in
Costa Rica and rescuing oiled
penguins in South Africa, the
map helps us share the global
reach of MCAF and the vital
work of the ocean conservation
leaders we have supported
across the globe.
To explore the map, visit:
bit.ly/MCAFprojects

THINK BIG:

A PASSION LIVED. AN OCEAN SAVED.
Tuesday, May 15, 2018
11:00 a.m.
Simons IMAX® Theatre, New England Aquarium
Central Wharf, Boston
Schedule
11:00 a.m.: Networking, IMAX Lobby
11:30 a.m.: Lecture by Dr. Asha de Vos
12:30 p.m.: Luncheon, Harbor View Terrace

Guest Speaker

Dr. Asha de Vos
Sri Lankan marine biologist, Marine Conservation
Action Fund Fellow, and National Geographic Explorer

Zoom into different regions with our new interactive map to see how MCAF
is supporting projects across the globe.

Asha de Vos, Ph.D., is a Sri Lankan
marine biologist, ocean educator and
pioneer of blue whale research in the
Northern Indian Ocean. The Sri Lankan
Blue Whale Project, which Asha launched
in 2008, is the ﬁrst long-term study on blue
whales in the region and is the ﬂagship
project of her organization, Oceanswell.
The research conducted through this project has led to many
key scientiﬁc publications and is used to inform policy at local
and global levels. Asha is the ﬁrst and only Sri Lankan to have a
Ph.D. in Marine Mammal research, the ﬁrst Pew Fellow in Marine
Conservation from Sri Lanka, and the ﬁrst National Geographic
Emerging Explorer from the small island nation. Asha is a TED
Senior Fellow, a Marine Conservation Action Fund Fellow at
the New England Aquarium, a Duke Global Fellow in Marine
Conservation, and a World Economic Forum Young Global
Leader. She strives to change the current marine conservation
model, protect this unique population of blue whales, and inspire
the next generation of ocean heroes from all corners of the globe.

Reservations are required. Space is limited. The cost for the lecture and luncheon is $100.

To buy tickets, go to womenworkingforoceans.org/event/annual-spring-event.

Promoting healthy and sustainable oceans through
education that inspires advocacy and action.

Exclusive presenting sponsor

In partnership with

womenworkingforoceans.org
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